Some fantasy series
you may also like....
The Dresden Files by Jim Butcher
Dark Tower by Stephen King
Kushiel's Legacy by Jacqueline Carey
Song of Fire and Ice
by George R. R. Martin
Sookie Stackhouse by Charlaine Harris
Temeraire by Naomi Novik
Lord of the Rings by J. R. R. Tolkein
The Neverwinter Saga by R. A. Salvatore
Outlander by Diana Gabaldon
Rain Wilds Chronicals by Robin Hobb
Riftwar Saga by Raymond Feist
Discworld by Terry Pratchett
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“Sometimes we
need fantasy
in order
to survive
reality.”
— Kiersten Fay

Fantasy

Humorous Fantasy

Steampunk Fantasy

No Country For Old
Gnomes

The Goblin Emperor

The Philosopher's Flight

by Katherine Addison

by Tom Miller

by Delilah S. Dawson
The latest madcap adventure in
the irreverent fantasy universe of
Pell, where a goth gnome
distinguishes himself from his
cardigan-wearing brethren by
fighting back against the warmongering, alpacariding halflings.

The Magician's Land
by Lev Grossman
Visiting his magical college after
being cast out of the secret land of
Fillory, Quentin Coldwater
encounters desperate
practitioners of gray magic before
discovering a sorcery masterwork
that could dissolve the
boundaries between Fillory and Earth.

Anansi Boys
by Neil Gaiman
His past marked by his father's
embarrassing taunts and
untimely death, Fat Charlie meets
the brother he never knew and is
introduced to new and exciting
ways to spend his time. By the
author of American Gods.

Reluctantly elevated to the throne
when his father and brothers are
killed in a suspicious accident, an
exiled half-goblin is rapidly
overwhelmed by ambitious
sycophants, imperial burdens and
dangerous plots while searching
for friendship and love.

Arabella of Mars
by David D. Levine
A century after Captain Kidd's
first expedition to Mars, Arabella
Ashby is set to leave her Martian
plantation home for London to
learn how to be a lady. When her
home is threatened, she joins the
crew of a Mars Trading Company
ship disguised as a boy.

Ancestral Night
by Elizabeth Bear
Two salvage operators searching
through lost human and alien
spaceships make a shocking
discovery about a species long
believed to be dead. By the Hugo
Award-winning author of Karen
Memory and Stone Mad.

Historical Fantasy

Set in a matriarchal World War Iera America of science and magic,
this epic follows the efforts of an
aspiring male pilot in a femaledriven branch of philosophical
science.

Nest of the Monarch
by Kay Kenyon
In her most dangerous mission
yet, Kim Tavistock goes
undercover as the wife of a British
diplomat into the heart of Nazi
Germany, where she learns an
explosive secret that could change
the tides of the war if she doesn't
risk her life to stop it.

Miranda in Milan
by Katharine Duckett
Imagines what happens to
Miranda after the events of "The
Tempest" as she lives in her
father's castle in Milan,
surrounded by court intrigue and
dark arts, where she grows close
to her maid and tries to uncover
the truth about her mother.

